
 

Luxxbox Launches Hemii Acoustic Pendant 
The Fixture’s Thermo-Formed Felt Shell Enhances an Environment's Acoustics and Seamlessly Blends 

into Existing Design Features

Luxxbox, a leading international designer of acoustic and flexible solutions, is excited to introduce Hemii, 
a round-formed acoustic light fixture offering powerful noise absorption capabilities with a classic PET 
dome structure.

With a minimalistic design, Hemii is ideal for expansive spaces such as large, shared commercial areas 
and open-office environments. The underlying robust capabilities of the fixture are offset by a soft wool-
covered, thermo-formed felt shell that is designed to improve the acoustics in a space without 
overshadowing other design features. The outer wool exterior undergoes a thermo-form process that 
uses heat to take shape to the round PET absorbing material, creating a fixture designed to lower the 
volume of open spaces.

Available in 2 sizes (28” and 36” in diameter) and 51 beautiful exterior colorways. The pendant is crafted 
from wool and PET material, which is a dense polyester fiber that is manufactured from recycled plastics. 
Similar to all of Luxxbox's product portfolio, Hemii is fully recyclable at the end of life. Hemii is also 
equipped with a lumen package of 4500K and power of 57W along with a high-performance dimmable 
circular edge-lit LED panel.

“When designing Hemii, we took notice of a demand for large fixtures that reduces noise without 
overpowering the existing design scheme,” said Jason Bird, Founder and Creative Director of Luxxbox. 



“By far the most sophisticated large acoustic dome pendant on the market, Hemii embodies all of 
Luxxbox's acoustic lighting benefits, packing a big lighting output punch and noise absorption and a 
clean, classic aesthetic. The fixture is also competitively priced compared to others on the market.”

Quality space and noise-management solutions make for happy environments. Luxxbox's acoustic 
lighting, baffles, and furniture products turn down the volume to increase productivity, creating happy, 
healthy workspaces the world over. To learn more about Luxxbox, please visit www.luxxbox.com. 

###

ABOUT LUXXBOX
Luxxbox creates decorative and innovative acoustic lighting and workplace solutions designed for 
modern, collaborative spaces, all in their pursuit of passionate, curious, and authentic design. Clients are 
served across the US through an extensive distributor network as well as right across the globe and their 
home base in Australia. Luxxbox is committed to developing authentic, original designs and is a proud 
member of Be Original Americas. To learn more about Luxxbox, please visit luxxbox.com and join 
Luxxbox at facebook.com/luxxboxdesignstudio. 
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